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Introduction
Inhertiance stt'dies in crops of agricultural importance are of con

siderable interest and are of value from the standpoint of crop im
provement. A knowledge of the mode of inheritance of various char
acters of a crop plant aid materially in outtlining the atack upon a
breeding problem and in estimating the relative purity of hybrid line".
The results presented in this preiiminary paper were obtained from
plants grown under greenhouse conditions and the number of plants
was limited. Furthermore, the p~ants did not take too kindly to green
house conditions and as a result very few seeds were obtained from each
F, plant and these were of low viability. \Vith these con :1itiol1s, a
check cf brce'lin rr heh~vior of F2 rhnts hv testing in the thini g-enera
tion was practicalIy eliminated. The res'ults seem rather clear, how
ever, from a survey of the F: ~n~rafol1 ancI a~re~ with other studi('s
of a s:milar nature in cotton insofar as. the same characters are COI1

cerned.
Review of Literature

A very recent review of literature on the inheritance of character
in cotton is presented by Hayden an~1 Garber in the revised edition of
their hook "Hn>e 'in~ Crop I hnts.'·! Th" r(,:l+~r. therefor~ is f"fprreu
to their careful literature review rather than to repeat a review here.

Materials and Methods
The varieties of cotton used in this study are Lightning Express

and Pima. Ligtning Express is a variety of up'and cotton. It has
white petals, cream colored anthers, ancI lacks stipples on the petals
and also lacks the red spot at the hase of the petal commonly known
as "red center" or "petal spot." Pima is a variety of Egyptian cotton.
It has yellow petals, yellow anthers, a distinct petal spot and stipples
on the petals.

The crosses were made in the field by manipulation of simple
florets and the F. pl'll1t<; were !?"TOwn in tbe g-reen!louse. Sinep pre
sumably, the cross-pollination which takes place under field conrlitions
is effected by insects, no crossing would be expected in the greenhol1~e

as insects of a pcllen carrying type were absent. The plants of the Fa
generation wen" also grown in the greenhouse immediately fo~lowing

the Fl generation.
Experimental Results

The mode of inheritance of the character pairs yellow petals vs.
white petals: yellow anthers vs. cream anthers; petal spots vs. no pet:tl
spot; and stippled vs. nonstippled petal will be discussed and later the
interrelation of these various character pairs.

The results for each character pair separately are given in Table I
for the four character pairs studied.

IBreeding Crop Plants by H. K. Hayes and R. ]. Garber, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, 1927.
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Table I. Classification of F, plants in the cross .Lightning Express x

Pima.

Petal Color Yellow White 136:43=179 Observed
" 135:45=180 Calculated

Deviation=2 PE=3.9

Anther Color Yellow Cream 137:42=179 Observed
135:45=180 Calculated
Deviation=3 PE=3.9

Petal Stipple Stippled : non-stippled 129:50=179 Observed

" 135 :45=180 Calculated
Deviat ion==6 PE=3.9

Petal Spot Spot No Spot 129:50=179 Observed
II I' 135:45=]80 Calculated

Deviation=6 PE=3.9

In the case of petal color the Fl plants were intermediate an~t in
F, there was considerable variation. It was comparatively easy. how
ever, to distinguish the white petal types from those which had some
degree of yellow by using a flower from the Lightning Express par
ent as a standard. Placing the white petal types in one class and all
others in a second class, arbitrarily callerl yellow, resulted in a ratio
of approximately 3 yellow: 1 white. The deviation is well within
the l1mits of the experimental error. This indicates a single factuT
difference between Pima and Lightnin~ Express for color of petal.

The co'or of anthers was almost as. intense a vellO\v in the FI
plants as that of the Pima parent. In the F, g-eneration there was
some variation in the anther color of the yellow plants but the separ
ation of yellows and creams was comparatively easy. The results
indicate a single factor di f ference for yellow anthers vs. cream anthers
in this cross.

Stippled petals is partially dominant to lack of stipple and it was
easy to classi fy this plant in the second generation. The cieviation
from the calculated ratio is less than two times the probab~e error
which means that sm'h a deviation would be expected on the average
once out of 4 or 5 trials.

The petal pot of the Ft plants was much lighter tha nthat of the
Pima parent and frequently one or more flowers on a plant lacked
even a trace of spot. In the second generation there was little di f
ficulty in classifying the plants although the fact that there seems to
be too many plants without petal spots may mean that in some few
cases plants were c1assi fied on the hasis of one ohservation. As
stated above frequently a plant heterozygous for petal spot may de
velop some flowers which lack the spot entirely. A number of these
were tested and all proved to be carriers of the factor for petal spot.

Y rllow Petals vs. White Petals i'l Relation to the Othrr Three
Character Pairs. The relations of the character pair yellow petals vs.
white and the other three character pairs are given in Table II.
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Table II. Relation of yellow petals vs. white petals and the character

pairs yellow anthers vs. cream anthers. stippled petal vs. non-stippled
petal and petal spots vs. no petal spot in the F, generation the cross
Lightning Express x Pima.

White_PetalsYellow Petals
YeJJow
Anthers

106
100.8

Petals
Stippled

96
100.8

Petal
Spot
107
100.8

Cream
Anthers

30
33.6

Non
Stippled

40
33.6

No
Spot

29
33.6

YeJJow
Anthers

31
33.6

Petal
Stippled

33
33.6

Petal
Spot

22
33.6

Cream
Anthers

12
11.2
X-=O.9123

Non-
Stippled

10
11.2
X--l.S869

No
Spot

21
11.2
X'=t3.5909

Total

179 Observed
179.2 Calculated
P=Good fit

179 Observed
179.2 Calculated

P=.6670

179 Observed
1i9.2 Calculated

P=.0074

The results indicate independent assortment for the factors of
this character pair and the factors for stippled vs. non-stippled petal.,
and yellow vs. cream anthers. The fit for inJepen1ent assortment is
very poor for the character pairs yellow vs. white petals and petal
spot vs. no petal spot. A deviation as vreat as the one obtained
would occur in random sampling only 74 times out of 10.0'JO trials
or once in 135 trials. This seems rather wide deviation to be at
trihuted to chance variation. A comparison of independent assort
ment and linkage with crossover will be made for these two char
acter pairs later in the discussion.

Yellow Anthers 'l'S. Cream in Rrlation to Petals Stippled vs. N 011

Stippled and Petal Spot 7JS. No. Spot. The factors for the character
pair yellow anthers vs. cream anthers ,and those for the character
pairs petals stippled vs. non-stpipled and petal spot vs. no spot ap
pear to be indepen'!ent. (See Table III.)

Stippled Petals vs. NOll~sfippled in Relation to Petal Spot ~IS.

No Spot. Table IV contains the results to show the relationship of
stippled vs. non-stjpp~ed petals and petal spot vs. no spot.
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Table III. Relation of yellow anthers vs. cream anthers and the char

acter pairs stippled VB. non-stippled petals and petal spot vs. no petal spot
in the F, generation of the cross Lightning Express x Pima.

Petal
Spot

28
33.6

Yellow Anthers
Petals
Stippled

100
100.8

Petal
Spot

101
100.8

Non
Stippled

37
33.6

No
Spot
36
33.6

Cream Anthers
Petals Non-

Stippled Stippled
29 13
33.6 11.2

X'=1.2694
No
Spot

14
11.2
X'=1.8051

179 Observed
179.2 Calculated

P=.7951

179 Observed
179.2 Calculated

P=.6170

The deviation of the observed ratios from the calculated are well with
in the limits of variation due to random sampling.

Table IV. Relation of stippled vs. non-stpipled petals and petal spot
vs. no spots in the F, generation of the cross Lightning Express x Pima.

Petal No Petal No Total
Spot Spot Spot Spot
97 32 32 18 179 0 bserved

100.8 33.6 33.6 11.2 179.2 Calculated
X'=4.4243 P=.2234

The deviation of the observed from calculated is greater in this case
than in some of the others but a deviation as great or greater than the ob
served would be expected about once out of four trials due to variation in
random sampling. It is assumed, therefore, that the two factor pairs are
assorted independently in gamete formation.

Linkage Rela.timls of -the Factor Pairs for Yello'w Petals VS.

W.hite Pctals mId Petal Spot vs. No Spot. _
In Table V. a comparison is ma,Ie of in'lepenoent assortment and

linkage with crossover for the character pairs yellow vs. white petals
and petal spot vs. no spot.

Table V. Comparison of independent assortment and linkage with cross
over for the character pairs yellow vs. white petals and petal spot vs· no
spot in the F, ~eneration of the cross Lif:{htning Express x Pim.a

Total
Petals

No
Spot

21
11.2

179 Observed
179.2 Calculated

Independent
P--tes5 than .0074

179 Calculated
Linkage and

X'=1.1481 P=.7674 34.4 % crossover

X1=13.S009
25.50 19.25

White
Petal

Spot
22
33.6

25.50

No
Spot

29
33.6

108.75

Yellow Petals
Petal

Spot
107
100.8

The fit for linkage with 34.4% crossover is very good. In fact, a de
viation as tar~e or larger than that observf'rl would be expected three times
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out of lour trials due to variation in random sampling. On the basis of this
comparison it can be said that the results conform more nearly to the' ex
planation of linkage with 34.4% crossover than they do to independent as
sortment of the factors concerned.

Summary
1. The results are given for the Fl and FJ generations of the

cross Lightning Express x Pima in which four different character
pairs are studied. These character pairs are yellow petals vs. white
petals and petal spot vs. no petal spot.

2. Each of the four character pairs apparently differed by a
single genetic factor, the deviations of observed ratios from calculated
on a 3:1 basis being within the limits of experimental error.

3. The four character pairs assort independently of each other
with the exception of the one case yeLow vs. white petals and petal
spot vs. no spot. Except in the one case mentioned the deviations of
observed numbers from the calculated would be expected due to vari
ations of random sampling.

4. The results indicate a linkage of the factors for yellow pet
als vs. white petals and petal spot vs. no spot with a cross-over per
centage of 34.4. The fit for linkage and crossover is much better than
that for independent assortment.
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